Virtually all of the existing approaches to ontology integration assume that each of the individual ontologies (and the integrated ontology) corresponds to a single set of semantics at a given time. We first claim that this single integrated view assumption is unnecessarily restrictive, and defend the view that ontologies can simultaneously accommodate multiple integrated views provided the accompaniment of contexts--a set of axioms on the interpretation of data allowing local variations in representation and nuances in meaning, and a conversion function network between contexts to reconcile contextual differences. Then, we propose an ontology integration methodology based on the alignment of contexts and linking conversion function networks defined between contexts. The flexibility of our approach and methodology is illustrated with the alignment of air travel and car rental domains, an actual example from our prototype implementation.
INTRODUCTION
Ontologies are used as a common language in the integration of semantically heterogeneous information sources for specific domains. When there is a need for interoperability across domains, ontologies need to interoperate. Virtually all of the existing approaches to ontology interoperability assume that each of the individual ontologies corresponds to a single integrated view at a given time. We first claim that this assumption is unnecessarily restrictive; and promote the use of domain ontologies to simultaneously accommodate multiple integrated views provided the accompaniment of contexts--a set of axioms on the interpretation of data allowing local variations in representation and nuances in meaning--and a conversion function network between contexts to reconcile contextual differences. We use the ECOIN information integration framework [1] to exemplify the interplay of ontologies with contexts & conversion function networks in supporting multiple integrated views with an actual example from air travel domain.
Then, we consider multiple systems modeled this way (with the addition of an example from the car rental domain) and discuss an approach to achieve interoperability between them without locking users into a single predefined view. The flexibility of our approach and methodology is illustrated with the alignment of the air travel and car rental domains, an actual example from our prototype implementation.
SINGLE ONTOLOGY, MULTIPLE MEANINGS
We can think of ontological terms as identities acquiring their exact meanings when situated in a context. Information systems subscribing to the same ontology, then, may actually speak the same "language" in different ways (often for good reasons) depending on context. To support communication while allowing contextual variations, equivalences between meanings need to be found and established between various contexts. In Figure 1 , we illustrate a simplified air travel ontology, together with contexts and a (partly shown) conversion function network defined between contexts.
Both things and their properties are represented as (semantic) objects in the simplified ontology; therefore no distinction is made in the representation of intrinsic and mutual properties through attributes [2] . Semantic objects can also have special attributes called modifiers to represent the conditions under which the values of objects are observed in source relations: these are shown with dashed borders.
Contexts are shown as modifier-value pairs in the figure, but they are actually axioms in the form of first-order statements which make (possibly dynamic) assignments to modifiers. Modifiers are introduced by the ontology designers; and the context axioms are generated by the owners of the data sources that subscribe to a given ontology. With the use of modifiers, ontological terms can acquire local meanings: for example, in context A1, the A-Inclusion modifier value "Nominal+Tax+Fees" and A-Coverage modifier value "Round-trip" indicates that price is the bottom-line price; while in context A2, price corresponds to the "Nominal" "One-way" price. Modifiers can have modifiers of their own, thereby relativizing their meaning--as only terms without modifiers are assumed to have a shared meaning across all contexts. For each modifier, conversion functions are organized as a network and encode necessary translations between different modifier values.
Consider now an integrated system built according to this ontology, context axioms, and conversion functions as shown in Figure 2 . The user is in context A1, and issues query Q1 (see figure) against the cheaptickets data source which is in context A2. This query Q1 is issued in the user context A1, without being concerned with the diverse meanings of the ontological terms may take in the cheaptickets context. The Context Mediator (details in [1] ) rewrites Q1 into the mediated query MQ1:
In the mediated query MQ1, in addition to city name vs. airport code conflicts, the conflict in the interpretation of price is resolved. The nominal price is converted into a bottom line price by first adding taxes; then multiplying by two as the prices reported by cheaptickets are for each way; and the addition of service fee. Finally, the price is converted from American dollars into British Pounds with the help of the ancillary sources. These are system services required to support multiple meanings within a single ontology. This mediated query is further processed by an Optimizer to produce an efficient plan, and executed by an Executioner which submits subqueries to individual sources, collects the results, and MQ1: SELECT Airline, (2* (Price+Tax) + 5) * eRate FROM cheaptickets, currencyrates, (select Airport from cityairport where city= "Boston") cityairport1, (select Airport from cityairport where city= "Istanbul") cityairport2 WHERE DepDate = "06/01/04" and ArrDate="07/01/04" and DepCity= cityairport1.Airport and ArrCity= cityairport2.Airport and fromCur= "USD" and toCur= "GBP" and Date= "05/10/04"; Having illustrated very briefly, how a single ontology can allow the flexibility of multiple integrated views with the use of contexts and a conversion function network, we can now proceed to the next section to consider the multiple ontologies scenario.
Conversion Function Network

CONTEXTUAL ALIGNMENT OF MULTIPLE ONTOLOGIES
Consider now, the European car rental application based on the ontology shown in Figure 3 . The figure Figure 4 , user C in context C1 poses a query Q2, which is mediated into MQ2 (similar to Q1 MQ1) :
Cheaptickets in Context A2
In MQ2, the daily rates given by the sources are converted into the bottom line price requested by the user by multiplying the price by total rental days, the airport concession fee and sales tax ratios (30 * 1.1 * 1.05=34.65). The results are shown on the right. Note that in the car rental domain there is a shared understanding that the currency is Euros, and the dates are expressed in European styles; therefore modifiers were not used during the ontology design for date and the monetary amounts like price, tax, and fees; which emerges as an issue in the merging process. Consider now a third user as shown in Figure 6 who wants to query both domains together. With query Q3, the user wants to see bottom line prices in Euros including any bundling discounts (refer to Figure 2 & 4 to see the bundling discounts); expresses dates in American style, and locations as city names. The two systems are merged in Figure 5 to achieve this purpose.
Several things need to be noted concerning the process of merging, although details will be skipped because of space limitations. First of all, our approach is a hybrid of ontology merging and alignment approaches [3] . Like ontology alignment approaches we use (articulation) axioms to align ontologies, and like ontology merging approaches we produce a new but virtual ontology out of two ontologies. This virtual ontology inherits all of the underlying ontology elements except when these terms are deemed to be equivalent--in which case only one term is upward inherited referring to both. All the axioms used in the merging become part of the new virtual ontology; new terms, relationships, modifiers, etc. can be added. A new Price type is added in the merged ontology, which is defined as the supertype of A-Price and R-Price, and the subtype of MoneyAmount. This new term is also assigned a new modifier bundling to denote whether the bundling discount included in the price or not in a given context. Before merging, the term Date in both ontologies did not have any modifiers, but now that there are multiple views of Date at the same time (European vs. American) a new modifier d-format is introduced in the merged ontology. For all of these new modifiers, context axioms are appended with new axioms to make value assignments. 
Cheaprentals in Context C2
